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EDITOR’S
N O T E

D

ear Readers,
This August issue is dedicated to achievers, successful entrepreneurs, inﬂuencers,
activists, extraordinary performers, and nonetheless, hardworking individuals of the
community.
With the recent progressive turn of events for Pakistanis all over the globe as a result of
the latest elections held on July 25th, CPACT once again in collaboration with Syncmag,
is hosting its ﬁrst-ever CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018 gala.
CPACT celebrates Pakistan’s 71st Independence Day by honoring the distinguished
Canadian and South Asian businesses and professionals in their ﬁeld of excellence. We
are super excited to be a part of the event as one of CPACT’s media partners, which
will allow us to showcase some real talent and their proﬁles in this issue. This event will
encompass celebrity guest speakers and exceptional performances.

Syncmag with CPACT will bring to you the most anticipated celebrity memoir, life-time achievements, struggles and interesting
facts about successful personalities in the South Asian and Canadian community.
Sync is proud to feature the actor and humanitarian ZAHID AHMED, who is the oﬃcial spokesperson of CPACT. His amazing
journey from zero to hero, and his massive transformation in his life-changing acting career will be shared. The famous Pakistani
versatile duo Usman Peerzada and Sameena Peerzada are also a part of the mag. Faisal Butt, the stupendous comedian will also
share his life experience to the journey of the comedy ﬁeld and the most famous Bhangra-pop music band, JOSH, is also featured
in our latest issue.
Samra Zafar, an inﬂuential and motivational speaker, an author, activist, scholar and most importantly, a survivor, reveals with
Sync her road to success.
Pakistan’s 19th Prime Minister, IMRAN KHAN is the symbol of victory. Can he bring a revolution of “NEW PAKISTAN” as promised
after his victory in the General Elections? We will elaborate more about his victory speech and what’s next on the agenda for
Pakistanis!
Sync is all about celebration, achievements, glamour, special events and latest talk! We make sure to cover it all! Hope you enjoy
this August issue and do let us know if there are any topics you’d like to see covered in the future.
Sync Team
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Syncmag proudly collaborates with CPACT as the official Media Partner for the
biggest night of the year CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018.

C

PACT (Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade), an
organization to promote the literacy of trade, bond and exchange
between Canada and Pakistan has come enough far to host its first
ever CPACT Choice Awards Gala 2018. This award show will be
annually held to celebrate triumphs of professionals & businesses.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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CPACT celebrates the 71st Independence Day of Pakistan and the establishment of bilateral diplomatic
relations between Canada and Pakistan promoting diversity. CPACT will be honoring distinguished
Canadian and Pakistani achievers in their field of excellence, by hosting the CPACT CHOICE AWARDS
GALA 2018 on the 10th of August 2018.
This award show is produced explicitly to reward the enthusiastic business professionals, team and
individuals who deserve a well-oriented recognition for shaping the future of business and making a
difference in lives of people. From large corporations to small business enterprises and professionals,
they are making a significant impact in their communities and the marketplace.

Most importantly, we aim to promote gender parity and to set an
example for future generations in taking the lead with utmost
transparency,”
- Founder CPACT, Hayee Bokhari
CPACT made sure to celebrate the extraordinary achievements and accomplishments of local
business community across Canada to bring forward the incredible capacity and talent of respective
organizations and people who are well deserved to hold an award for their journey. CPACT is a
pathway for sharing best practice and enables the organizations who enter to promote professional
improvement, learning, and personal development.
On its very 1st award ceremony, the event is to be fun-filled with much excitement; celebrity
appearances including popular Pakistani star Zahid Ahmed, Usman Peerzada and Samina Peerzada
and also thrilling performances by the band “Josh” and stand-up comedy by one and only
“Faisal Butt”.
The evening will encompass a wide range of styles and genres, focusing mainly on collaboration. It
is an excellent networking opportunity, and it will be a fun evening combined with an exquisite dinner
menu and entertainment. Most importantly, it will be a victorious night to celebrate all achievements.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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CATEGORIES AND NOMINEES

BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
Winners are visionaries who have left a mark on the industry by demonstrating outstanding
business success and community service throughout his/her career and through their
innovations and commitment to customers and employees.

CIBC

Matt and Nat

Cogeco peer1

Grillado’s

Bashir Carpets

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE
This award honors businesses for their outstanding achievements in several different
categories. A leader who has led his/her company to outstanding business success and
innovation and that has consistently demonstrated community commitment and support.

Amber Esthetics

Quecan Distribution

Peu Medical Laser spa
Parfumerie
Jugo Juice Imran Qureshi
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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This category is to welcome the young and dynamic Entrepreneurs or professionals in city.
They will be voted based on skills, performance, engagement, improved workplace culture
and innovative sustainability initiatives.

Suhaila Niazi

Dr. Ayesha Baig

Sanjay Patel

Samir Zuberi

Professional and Financial Services
This category focuses on honoring our most prestigious professionals and executives from
different service sectors. These members are selected for their continued success in their
respective careers e.g. Doctors, Lawyers, IT professionals,
Real Estate Agents, Lawyers etc.

Dr. Naveen Garg

Dr. Talat Chughtai
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018

Dr. Kosar Khawaja

Raees Baig

Pamz Hair Makeup

Rasheed Kazmi

Volunteer Excellence Award
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Pioneers of Tomorrow CPACT Choice AWards perceives youth who have made commitments
to their locale through volunteerism. Extraordinary projects guarantee that volunteers bolster
Business
of the
Yeareffect and effort.
the association’s
central goal
and extend

Tehzeeb Murad

Dr Ramzan Tahir

Shama Chopra

Arif Naik

Yasir Zaidi

Community Builder
This award recognizes an individual who through his or her personal model, exemplifies
the ideals of selfless contribution to community that professional volunteer administration
nurtures.

Luisa Miniaci

Naseer Mehdi Khan
Fariha Naqvi
Subhash Khanna

Usman Sheikh
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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Media plays a vital role in our society. This category is to nominate the best Media houses or
of theNewspapers/
Year
professionals of your choice.Business
DJ/ Event managers/
magazines/ Photographer/
Business
theforYear
Videographer
are of
eligible
this category.

Jannat Productionz

The Suburban

Nawai Pakistan

Media Vision

Radio Humsafar 1610 AM

Restaurant and Franchising Award
This category allows customers to share their valued opinion on the best dining experiences
around the city of Montreal by experimenting and celebrating diverse culinary scene.

Chateau Kabab

Restaurant Bollywood
Kawality
Dera Restaurant

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018

Sana Restaurant

Tourism Excellence Award
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This category focuses on two main categories that have been carefully selected to
highlight how service in Tourism and Hospitality Industry can create significant economic,
environmental,
and cultural
Businesssocial
of the
Year benefits.

Turkish Airways

Qatar Airways
Amro Travel
Norko Travel

Skylawn Travel

Consumer Retail Excellence
This category honors the very best in retail innovation and creativity in a variety of
categories. It recognizes the outstanding contributions of a local independent retailer to his
or her community. The nominee should be seen as a visionary, an innovator, and an integral
part of the community.

Abdul Rehman (Rogers)

Ben and Florentine

Nadeem Rehman

Singh Farm

Marche Samar

Zak Mirza
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ZAHID
AHMED

FROM STRUGGLE TO A STAR
AN INSPIRATION HIMSELF

Z

OFFICIAL CPACT SPOKESPERSON

ahid Ahmed, the well-known Pakistani actor
and former Rj has ofﬁcially become the
spokesperson of CPACT and the organization
is more than pleased to work with the very
diligent artist all the way from Pakistan. It is
not long when the actor created waves for his
brilliant transformation, ultimate hard work
and acting peak career. Cpact gratiﬁes the
honor of working with Zahid Ahmed as the
representative of the association and hopes to
lead it through new creative benchmarks.

a spinal injury as well, just when he found
his fortunate luck and got his ﬁrst ever drama
serial “Mehram” which undoubtedly gave him
the success he deserved.

Zahid Ahmed, vigorously known for his
huge transformation has proved to be one
of the greatest inspirations for many of our
youngsters. Not many of us know that the
current sensation of Pakistani drama industry
once was overweight, jobless and dealing with

Ahmed worked as a creative manager for PTV
World, and later became an RJ. Although
successful, he left it to pursue a career in
acting, and made his broadway debut with a
leading role in the play It Runs in the Family
in 2006.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018

From working in an IT company to becoming an
Rj and performing in theatres, there’s not one
thing the artist hasn’t done and experienced
in his career. But who knew the current
heartthrob of country was destined to become
a phenomenal actor.
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“

If I can rise after a
broken back and
shattered career then
everyone should just put
their faith in God and
themselves and never
give up.

ZAHID AHMED AND FAMILY

“

The most dramatic turn in his life and appearance was one
when he received widespread acclaim for his portrayal
of Muhammad Ali Jinnah in Anwar Maqsood’s, Sawa
14 August and its sequel Pawnay 14 August. That was
his play where he actually lost 22 kilos and got a hair
transplant done. This was the point where Zahid came
out as a new one and used his abilities in acting career.
Opportunely that same year, he made his television
debut with the Hum TV romantic series Mehram. His
breakout role in the Hum TV series Alvida, garnered him
the Hum Award for Best Villain, and a nomination for
Best Supporting Actor. Successively, he received wide
recognition for his portrayal of leading roles in several of
the successful series, including Jugnoo , Tum Mere Paas
Raho , Sangat , Zara Yaad Kar and Besharam.

The biggest supporter of Zahid has always been his wife according to him and reportedly is also a
fan of his romantic dramas and wants him to do more. Recently in an interview, the actor explained
how his wife supported him in his hard times especially during his spinal injury. The two have been
together since 2011 and been through each other’s back. Before transformation and after huge
success, Zahid’s wife has always been a part of him. The couple have two cute sons too where
Ahmed’s life revolve around.

“

“

My wife was the only reason I survived. She would help carry me,feed
me, help me change and then encourage me to take
the decision of joining TV and even showed me examples of good dramas
because she is an actual drama fan,

Zahid is coming to Montreal for CPACT CHOICE AWARDS GALA 2018 and a special meet & greet
with him is organized for his fans to savor the chance to spend time with him. Zahid’s life is an
inspiration for the youth! He has showcased the best self. We wish him more success and happiness
and want him to prosperous even more.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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JOSH

BAND

THE

20
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THE INDO-PAK DUO
A SIGN OF UNITY

JOSH, a unique combination of bhangra and pop music, this music band
is well-known in Asian countries with its widespread songs and music
albums. JOSH THE BAND is actually based on two of these, Rup Magon
and Qurram Hussain and was formed in Montreal, Canada in 2000.
Their songs showcase both modern and bhangra beats and music, but
are strongly influenced by hip hop and pop music.
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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The band is known for its different
beats comprising of the two
different music cultures in one
song. Bhangra which actually
covers the Punjabi style known
in Asian countries as in India and
Pakistan is combined with hip hop
and pop introduced in western
countries.
This
undoubtedly
counts as the specialty of the very
distinctive duo band.
Josh was founded in 1996 by Rup
Magon with his brother, Rik Magon,
and friend Shiraz ‘Shazi’ Hussain.
They were joined by Qurram ‘q’
Hussein, Rup’s in 1998, and two
years later Rup and Q embarked on
their own path for JoSH as a duo
without Rik and Shiraz.
While JoSH may be less known in
their home country of Canada, they
are very popular in South Asia,
particularly in India and Pakistan.
Their second album, Kabhi, as well

appearing on stage at Toronto’s
Yonge-Dundas
Square
as
headliners of the 2007 South Asian
Canadian Music Festival ‘desiFest’.
JoSH also performed in Coke
Studio , world famous Pakistan’s
JOSH has collaborated with biggest singing studio, along with
Grammy winner Nelly Furtado with Pakistani leading artist Shafqat
bhangra remixes of her singles Amanat Ali.
“Powerless (Say What You Want)”,
“Promiscuous” and “Maneater”. The band is to perform at our very
They were also featured in Nelly own CPACT CHOICE AWARDS
Furtado’s tour in India. JoSH has 2018 and will be rocking the event
also been involved with numerous with their engaging performance
| July - Aug 2018
as always.
multi-cultural initiatives, such aswww.syncmag.ca
as its title track, remained in both
Indian and MTV World Top 20 lists.
Additionally, JoSH was awarded
MTV India’s 2004 “Immie” award
for Best New Non-Film Artist.
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Q&A
WITH INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER

SAMRA Z AFAR
SCHOLAR | AUTHOR

Samra Zafar is an International Speaker, two-time TEDx Presenter, Human Rights Activist, Scholar, Author and Social Entrepreneur. After
arriving in Canada as a child bride in a forced marriage and escaping a decade of abuse, she pursued her education as a single mother
and graduated as the top student at the University of Toronto receiving over a dozen awards and scholarships.
Samra now serves as the youngest alumni Governor for the University, while pursuing a rewarding career at RBC. She lends her voice
to advocate for human rights issues and empowerment on many prestigious platforms and universities such as Yale University, TEDx,
Amnesty International, and WE Day. Samra is the founder of Brave Beginnings, a non-profit organization she founded to support abuse
survivors in their journey to build a life of respect and freedom.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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Q: You are an inspiration but what keeps
you motivated and inspired to continue
spread the word of empowerment?
The biggest motivating factors are the
impact I can create and lives I can touch
through my advocacy. Every week, I receive
hundreds of messages from people all over
the world, sharing how my work has touched
them and motivated them to improve their
lives. Women send me school transcripts
and job letters, men share how they are
sending their daughters to school instead
of getting them married all these keep me
going. I have mentored many women locally
and globally over the years and seeing their
successes makes me so proud and inspired
to keep doing this work.
Q: What according to you should be the
first priority for a woman?
The first priority must always be education
as it is something no one can take away from
you. It gives you a sense of self-worth and
confidence that is your own not tied to your
role of a mother, wife, daughter or sister. No
matter what life brings, your education will
always give you a platform to stand on solid
ground, be financially self-sufficient, create
opportunities and shape your future.
Q: You have had a tough time in your
marriage and what steps do you think
young girls who are pressurized to marry
should take to avoid such situations?
Talk to people who will support you. My life
changed when I started university, started
speaking to counselors and learned what
was happening to me was abuse. Silence
is the biggest ally of injustices that happen
in our societies. When you reach out, you
will find support and encouragement.
Take advantage of resources in schools,
universities, communities and even among
your friends and supportive family members.
Give priority to education first and foremost.
A woman is complete on her own, just the
way she is. Her identity and honour are

defined by her individuality, dreams and
goals not by her marriage eligibility.
Q: What are some future goals you intend
to achieve with your NGO for the people
who are abused and vice versa?
My organization is based on the providing
human connection, mentorship and a safe
space for survivors of abuse. Research
overwhelmingly indicates that the most
essential factor in the healing and success
of a survivor is human connection. Even
one person who can hold their hand and tell
them they’re not alone, provide guidance and
support, connect with suitable resources
and offer the priceless gift of connection,
can help a survivor through this journey
of transformation. Mentoring supports a
wide variety of aspects of development
and healing in survivors of abuse. Such
as reducing isolation and fears of failure,
validating the process of growth out of pain
and towards healing and success. We are
committed to showing survivors that they
deserve a life of respect and their past
doesn’t need to define their future.
Q: What is the biggest barrier for women
in general?
There are many barriers against women.
Most of all, lack of education and financial
opportunities, cultural conditioning, and
societal stereotypes. Girls are often taught
from a very young age that they need to fit

into a certain box in order to be accepted or
loved. Their intelligence is underplayed and
their bodies are sexualized through media,
which leads to a host of self-esteem and
mental health issues later in life. Whenever
a woman decides to speak up, she is
often ridiculed and shamed, which deters
others from raising their voices. However,
it’s necessary to break the silence and
continuing these conversations to challenge
the stereotypes that hold women back. We
need to start focusing more on our girl’s
education than their marriages. Teach our
girls how to love themselves and believe in
their dreams and teach our boys to respect
and value strong women.
Q: Your book is soon to be out in early
2019. Tell us a little about it?
My book is an in-depth memoir of my
personal journey from oppression and
abuse to empowerment. I’ve shared the
inner fears, cultural barriers, vulnerability,
lack of self-esteem and outside forces that
kept me trapped for years and how my life
changed through the power of knowledge,
education and finally finding my voice. It is a
journey that many women (and even men)
can relate to, as we all face adversity in
various stages of our lives.
Q: What advice would you give our girls?
Love yourself fearlessly and unapologetically.
Find your passion and follow your dreams.
If you fall, learn your lesson and get back up
but never give up. Take risks, conquer your
fears, and be comfortable with failure, as
each failure is one step closer to success.
Always remember to pay it forward and
support each other because with success
also comes responsibility. By carving a path
for yourself, you are also carving a path for
others around you. You have the strength
and power to create the life you want and
deserve, and also change the world!

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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IMRAN KHAN

THE ROAD TO NEW PAKISTAN, THE OATH TO BE TAKEN
THE NEXT PRIME MINISTER IMRAN KHAN ALL SET TO TAKE COUNTRY TO NEW LEVELS
Imran Khan is The Man Of His Words, The Man Of Character, And The Man With A Golden Heart.
He is Bold, Confident And Fearless. He is Pakistan’s Next Prime Minister!
The world knows him for his utmost dedication to his country, as a former cricket player and now as Prime Minister.
Khan advocates for the implementation of basic human rights of citizens and the eradication of corruption and poverty.
Imran Khan is the nation’s hope and heartthrob.
After 22 years of political struggle, Khan finally is given the mandate to make Pakistan a better country to live in and
to proudly belong to.He’s all set to take oath as Pakistan’s 19th Prime Minister on August 11th, 2018, after victory in
Pakistan’s General Elections.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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PTI chairman Imran Khan aims to win
hearts and minds by making decisions
to do things in simpler ways, such as
not to use the Prime Minister’s House
as his residence and opting against
a fancy ceremony for the oath-taking
event. In his first post-victory speech,
Khan claimed that his government will
run the Pakistan like it’s never been
administered before. He alleged, “We
will start with ourselves. All rulers who
have come so far, they spend money on
themselves.... The way our ruling elite
spends money, how will anyone pay
tax?” Khan has undoubtedly started
setting examples for this.
Imran Khan has set high standards for his incumbent stating that,

“

I wanted Pakistan to become the kind of country that our leader
Muhammad Ali Jinnah wanted. Briefly, I want to describe the kind of
Pakistan I want to see ... look, my inspiration is the Prophet Muhammad,
the city of Medina that he founded, how it was based on humanity. For
the first time, the state was formed based on humanitarianism. That is my
inspiration, that Pakistan should be that kind of humanitarian state, where
we take responsibility for our weaker classes.

“

PTI has given the plan for initial 100 days of Imran Khan’s governance stating the strategies for important matters,
such as foreign relations and economic growth of Pakistan. More specifically, Khan’s focus is on social and economic
development, to ensure opportunities for Pakistan’s working class, improve access to health and educational services,
ensure enhanced employment conditions, ensure implementation of gender equality and essential human rights, and to
eradicate corruption.
Khan has appealed to the mass public, especially the younger generation and the elite class, with his campaign slogan
of creating a “New Pakistan” and rooting out corruption. As Khan has stated, “Corruption has been eating Pakistan like a
kind of cancer. We will set an example that the law will be the same for everybody.”
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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Imran Khan has received acknowledgement and congratulatory messages from around the globe by the general public, as
well as from dignitaries. For instance, Michael Kugelman, a US-based analyst at the Woodrow Wilson Centre in Washington,
DC, explained that Khan’s rise to power would be in line with global trends, where “maverick, unconventional, and shootfrom-the-hip national leaders” are enjoying a renaissance. “For Khan’s legion of devoted followers, he represents the new,
bold, incorruptible leader that the country has long sought,” Kugelman told Al Jazeera in an emailed interview.
Moreover, India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi had telephoned Khan to congratulate him on his party’s win in the Pakistan
general elections. PM Modi hopes that “Pakistan and India will work to open a new chapter in bilateral ties”.
While people love and congratulatory messages keep pouring in for Imran Khan, he looks set to become the first head
of state of the country to have a strong presence online and is immensely popular amongst social media users for his
unprompted tweets.
The would be Prime Minister of Pakistan has joined the Top Ten Most Followed Serving World Leaders on Twitter, landing
at number seven with 8.17 million followers, right before the highly revered Canadian head of state, Justin Trudeau, who
has 4.26 million users following his official Twitter account.
Imran Khan has a positive mission on board for Pakistan, working on the development of humanitarianism in the country.
We on behalf of Syncmag, wish him all the success, blessings and love for his governance as the next Prime Minister of
Pakistan!

By: Habiba Hisham
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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Usman Peerzada
Samina Peerzada
The Versatile All
Rounder Duo!
Usman Peerzada is one of Pakistan’s most renowned actors.

Being a Pakistani artist as a TV and film actor, director and producer, Peerzada
has shown his incredible passion for the artistic industry in his country. His
family is known for its patronage of the arts, particularly in Lahore. Talking
about ‘Neecha Nagar’ (English title: Lowly City),the film starred Mr. Peerzada’s
father and was the first film from the Indian subcontinent to receive international
recognition and was awarded the 1946 Grand Prix du Festival International
du Film at the prestigious Cannes Film Festival in France. Mr. Peerzada also
speaks of his father’s efforts to develop the arts and entertainment industry of
Pakistan after partition.
Usman Peerzada has earned significant recognition in showbiz and his
contribution to arts and entertainment industry are immense. Starting his
career way back in 1974 in different plays and drama festivals , the man has
come this far with his dedication and hard work, being known as one of the
most acknowledged senior actors.
His untiring efforts to promote Pakistan’s film industry and theatre are known
to everyone. He has acted in many Punjabi and Urdu films. His work includes
Beyond the Last Mountain and Kahi Un Kahi.
Usman married Sameena Peerzada in 1975, who herself has been a part of
showbiz industry for quite a long time. The couple have two children and are
one of the finest couple duo representing the aspiring Pakistani cine industry.

www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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Samina Peerzada is a famous and well known actress, also the

lovely wife of Usman Peerzada and as versatile in the field as her husband and is
multi talented, being an actress, producer and director herself.
Belonging from a Kashmiri family, Sameena was raised and brought-up in Karachi
where she started her career in 1982 in acting. After graduating in commerce
she chose to pursue a career in acting. After many successful years of acting
in television dramas and minor roles in television advertisements Sameena was
cast in starring roles in several films.
The actress has traveled widely and has also performed in Oslo at The International
Ibsen Festival. Her notable stage performances include productions such as
Raaz-o-Niaz and Ibsen’s A Doll’s House.She has a long list of television plays to
her credit including Zindagi Gulzar Hai, Meri Zaat Zarra-e-Benishan, Rehaai, Durre-Shahwar Dastaan and Karobi.
Undoubtedly, Sameena gave her country lots of aptitude with the achievement
of international and national awards. Samina Peerzada’s directorial debut
Inteha received nine national awards. She was also conferred with a Lifetime
Achievement Award at the Beyond the Mango Film Festival held in Bradford, UK,
in November 2013. She consecutively won the Hum Award for Best Supporting
Actress in 2013 and 2014 for Roshan Sitara and Zindagi Gulzar Hai.She was
decorated with Lifetime Achievement Award for Excellence in Television by Hum
TV at the 3rd Hum Awards held in Dubai in April 2015.
Syncmag in colloboration with CPACT is honered to have them both with us to
celebrate the 71st Independance Day of Pakistan in Montreal, Canada at the
CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018.
www.syncmag.ca | July - Aug 2018
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THE COOLEST COMEDIAN

Originally from Montreal, Faisal Butt, has made
Toronto his comedy home for the last 6 years. In
2014 he was the winner of the Sirius XM “Top
Comic” and then featured in the Just For Laughs
comedy festival in Montreal as well as a solo
show during JFL42 in Toronto. He was also in the
Bordertown and Oddball comedy festivals and
recently taped an episode for “The Debaters”
on CBC. With Sync, Faisal talks about
his roots, career, up and downs in the
industry and how different his life has
been since realizing comedy was his
path.
Q: How did you discover your passion
for comedy?
I think it first started on my third trip
to Pakistan when I was on a British
Airways flight and I had discovered
that there was a stand up channel, I
must have listened to it on repeat the
whole trip, literally I would have heard
the same jokes for hours but I was only
11 years old and I was studying how
they would structure jokes, timing and
their cadence. I was instantly hooked.

Q: Do you observe situations for
comic source or you create them
yourelf?
I tend to talk about my experiences
and there are a lot of embarrassing
ones so there is never a shortage of
those.

Q: Did you ever think of changing
your profession in recent years?
Never, there are always rough times
and I have questioned my path a lot
but ultimately I love doing comedy
and I will never stop. Hopefully I can
Q: Your upbringing has been in a get a following that will still want to
Q: What has been the best live
Pakistani Muslim household, how see me perform when I’m 60!
performance or tour experience
did your decision to be a standup
comic go with your family? Was it Q: Does being a Canadian of South ever so far?
Asian descent has assisted you in When I won the Sirius XM Top Comic
difficult?
competition was definitely a milestone
I think my parents would have this field?
preferred for me to have become an The doors have been opened by the I will never forget, not only because I
Engineer or Doctor because it wasn’t likes of Russell Peters and Sugar won a national contest and the prize
something they understood, even after Sammy so it certainly has made it money of 15000$ but the same night
a few years they would encourage easier for me in 2018. The landscape I asked Lucy to marry me. So that will
me to go to school and try to get a is changing which is why I have always be special to me. Oh she said
degree but I kept persisting, of course been fortunate to be featured in Yes.
when I won the Sirius XM Top Comic commercials for TD, Rogers, Ford
competition in 2014 that they knew I and Tim Hortons, I would have never
would
be fine. I’d say they are proud had this opportunity 10 years ago.
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Q: How was it working for CBC for an episode of “The Debators”?
It was such a nerve racking experience, but I loved my topic which was “Men who stay home to raise the kids is a good
thing”. Everyone on that particular show had numerous appearances and it was my first time but everyone was very
kind and encouraging. I still lost but I had a great time
Q: We guess your roots are from Pakistan. Do you intend to work for some project in Pakistan if given the chance?
Performing in Pakistan would be interesting for sure, I would just need to improve my urdu and maybe change 40% of
my act than I’ll be good.
Q: What advice would you give new comedians just starting out?
Write a lot, perform a lot and try to create your own opportunities, it’s a long road and you have to be open to failing,
a lot.
Q: Where do you hope to go from here and what are your plans for the future?
Stand up got me into the world of acting both on screen and on stage. I really just want to do something with Jackie
Chan. Even if it’s a simple scene where I serve him coffee or if he kicks me through a door, I think would retire after that.
So Jackie if you are reading this please email me.
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